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Mirua Takeyuki Hidefusa, Hanshi,
20th Generation Soshihan
Seito Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iai-Heiho
January 5, 1922 - June 19, 2012

With this special memorial issue of Kagami, we
honour the memory of two beloved teachers:
Miura Takeyuki Hidefusa, Hanshi, and Shimabukuro Masayuki Hidenobu, Hanshi, the 20
th and 21st Soshihan of Seito Muso Jikiden
Eihsin-ryu Iai-Heiho. Miura Hanshi and Shimabukuro Hanshi both transitioned from this
world in 2012, and we wish to pause once
again to reflect on their far-reaching contributions to this world and the deep impacts that
they have had on our lives as students and
practitioners of their line koryu samurai arts.
This issue was prepared at the request of Carl
E. Long, Kyoshi, the 22nd Soshihan of their
line of Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu and Chairman
of the Kokusai Nippon Budo Kai, as designated
by Shimabukuro Hanshi.

Shimabukuro Masayuki Hidenobu, Hanshi,
21st Generation Soshihan
Seito Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iai-Heiho
March 27, 1948 - September 7, 2012
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An Exemplary Budo Life: Takeyuki Hidefusa Miura Hanshi
Miura Takeyuki
Hidefusa Hanshi,
the 20th Generation Soshihan of
Seito Muso Jikiden
Eishin-ryu IaiHeiho,
was born January
5, 1922 in Shimane-ken, Japan.
At the age of
eleven, he entered
the Budo Senmon
Gakko,
a martial arts
training school,
where he began his
study of Kendo,
the modern art of
Japanese fencing
which has its roots in Samurai swordsmanship.
In 1955, Miura Hanshi began studying Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iaijutsu under the direction of Masaoka Kazumi,
Hanshi, the 18th headmaster of his line of Muso Jikiden
Eishin-ryu. He also received instruction from Oe Masamichi, the 17th headmaster of the tradition, who, being
born into the samurai class, had begun his study of Eishinryu in the waning years Japan’s feudal age. In 1959, Miura
Hanshi began training under Narise Sakahiro
who on Masaoka Hanshi’s passing had become the 19th
grandmaster of the style was also the president of the
Dai Nippon Iaido Yaegaki-Kai. One year later, Miura Hanshi began his training in Shindo Muso-ryu Jodo
under Nakajima Asakichi, who was then the most senior
disciple of the 25th headmaster of the style, Shimizu
Takatsugu, under whom Miura Hanshi also trained.
Devoted to the pursuit of classical budo, Miura Hanshi began studying Koryu Kakushu Bujutsu (“Ancient
Samurai Weapons”) in 1965 under the 3rd grandmaster of
Enshin-ryu, Kobashi Nikkan. This system
includes a variety of traditional Samurai weapons. In May
1970, Miura Hanshi undertook the study of
Kukishin-ryu Bojutsu under the instruction of Kano Takehiko, the 11th grandmaster of Yanagi-ryu.
Following more than forty years of training in traditional
and classical budo, including Iaijutsu and other
Samurai arts, Miura Hanshi founded the Nippon Kobudo
Jikishin-Kai in May of 1975. The Nippon Kobudo
Jikishin-Kai was established to preserve and propagate the
classical samurai arts, including: Iaijutsu,
Kenjutsu, Jojutsu and Jujutsu. He also established the
Hombu dojo of the Nippon Kobudo Jikishin-Kai on
the grounds of the Yasaka Jinja, a Shinto shrine in the
Yasaka district of Neyagawa City in Osaka, where he
also served as the priest of the shrine.

Miura Hanshi was initially awarded the title of Hanshi and
Hachidan (8th dan) in Iaido in 1975 by the
All Japan Kobudo Federation. Additionally, Miura Hanshi
held the grade of 8th dan in Koryu Kakushu
Bujutsu from the Zen Nippon Kobudo Sogo Renmei, also
awarded 1975. Miura Hanshi was held in such
high esteem in the Japanese budo community that in 1977
he received an 8th dan in Toyama-Ryu Battojutsu
without having requested such ranking or even joining the
organization. In 1984, the Dai Nippon Butoku
Kai, Japan’s oldest and most prestigious budo organization,
awarded Miura Hanshi the grade of 8th dan
as well as Hanshi, followed by Hanshi Kudan (9th dan) in
1993. In April, 1985, the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai
named Miura Hanshi “Yushusho” (Most Valuable Member)
and was appointed to its Board of Directors in
April, 1990. Miura Hanshi ultimately achieved the highest
grade possible, Hanshi Judan (10th dan) in Iaido,
conferred in 2004 by the Dai-Nippon Butoku-Kai. As 10th
dan, Miura Hanshi would serve as the highest
ranking living member of the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai. Additionally, the Dai-Nippon Botuko Kai designated
Miura Hanshi as “Iincho” (Executive Director) for Kobudo
Shinsa (rank testing in weapons), Kobudo Kenshu
(weapons seminars) and Taikai (championships).
In the 1990’s, Miura Hanshi appointed his senior student,
Masayuki Shimabukuro, to serve as the Kokusai
Bucho (International Chairman) of the Nippon Kobudo
Jikishin-Kai, entrusting him with the dissemination
of authentic Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu, Shindo Muso-ryu
and other traditional samurai arts worldwide.
At Miura Hanshi’s request, Shimabukuro Hanshi subsequently established the Jikishin-Kai International
to promote Miura Hanshi’s teachings throughout the
world. In 2000, Miura Hanshi, in the presence of
many students and budo dignitaries, announced that as his
senior-most and beloved student, Shimabukuro
Masayuki Hidenobu, would succeed him in his line of Muso
Jikiden Eishin-ryu, making Shimabukuro
Hanshi the 21st designated inheritor of a tradition that
dating back 500 years.
Takeyuki Miura Miura Hanshi, “mentor and teacher to all
of us, transitioned from his life here with
us on June 19th, 2012”. His legacy lives on through the
Kokusai Nippon Budo Kai, and will be lovingly
remembered by those whose lives he touched. In Carl Long
Kyoshi’s words, “Miura Hanshi often told us
that having had no children, he considered all of his students his children and was happy to see his family
continued through his teachings. His eyes were always the
brightest when he was in the company of his Budo
family. Our hearts will carry his spirit on for as long as we
maintain his sincerity within each of our lives. He
touched us all directly from ‘Heart to Heart to Heart.’”
Adapted from the Jikishin-Kai International website and the writings Carl E.
Long Kyoshi, Soshihan and Chairman of the Kokusai Nippon Budo Kai.
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A Human Revolution: A Eulogy for Masayuki Hidenobu Shimabukuro Hanshi by Carl E. Long, Kyoshi
arranging. In fact, his teacher had great hopes that he
would one day take her place as her successor in Osaka.

Note from the Editor:

However, young Shimabukuro-san had other interests, and
natural gifts as well. He had a wonderful voice and loved to
sing and dance. One of his proudest moments, and much
bragged about accomplishments to those who knew him
well, was when he won the Cha-Cha championship aboard
a cruise ship and all of the young ladies wanted to dance
with him during the rest of the cruise. In fact, he eventually
confessed that his initial love of flower arranging was only a
ruse so that he was able to get into a class that was filled
with cute ladies without having a lot of competition for
their attention from other young men. So as you can see, he
was always a sensitive man, but not without a certain…selfenlightened interest.

This piece was written and read by Carl E. Long Kyoshi for the
memorial service held on September 15, 2012, in San Diego, California, in celebration of the life of Shimabukuro Masayuki Hidenobu Hanshi. Long Kyoshi has graciously allowed us to share this
wonderful eulogy here, so that all Kokusai Nippon Budo Kai
members may experience a part of what was a very moving service. We have left it unedited so that it can be experienced in its
entirety. We extend our deep gratitude to Long Kyoshi for the
heartfelt effort in this writing and for allowing it to be shared
once again.

As a teenager, he was introduced to Nichiren Buddhism
and joined the Soka Gakkai men’s youth group. As he became devoted to his faith, he eventually convinced his parents to join him in his spiritual practice as well. In fact, he
continued to introduce many people to his religious practice throughout the rest of his life. His spiritual beliefs
would continue to guide his approach to martial arts, business, and all of his personal relationships throughout the
years that followed.

On March 27, 1948, in Osaka, Japan, a dream came true for
Masanori and Haru Shimabukuro of Osaka, Japan. After
having been previously blessed with two daughters, the
young couple finally had their first and only son. Following
Japanese tradition, the son was named, Masayuki Shimabukuro, after his father. He grew up in Osaka, where he and
his two sisters, Junko and Kinuko, attended school.

He made the decision to emulate several of his Karate seniors and friends in moving to a foreign land to teach martial
arts. But as luck or fate would have it, before venturing out
on his own, he had a fortunate encounter one night in
Osaka on the way to a local kickboxing fight. A friend of his
asked him to stop by his own sword dojo on the way to the
fight to pay his respects to his teacher. This was to be an
encounter that would unknowingly change Masayuki ShiHis youth was much like that of many young Japanese boys mabukuro’s life forever. It is here that he met, Takeyuki
of the time, often dressed in his school uniform, attending Miura Hidefusa, Hanshi, the man who would become his
classes, riding trains and dreaming about the future. His
sword teacher and mentor. Miura Sensei taught him Muso
boyhood did not pass without him being greatly influenced Jikiden Eishin Ryu Swordsmanship and the samurai art of
by his father and his family’s tradition. And just as his faShindo Muso Ryu Jojutsu. But more importantly, he was
ther did as boy, he developed an interest in the Japanese
the man who would teach him to temper his budo spirit, to
martial arts while still in school. At age 15, he began training learn the value of compassion and entrust him with his
in Judo, which eventually led him to another martial arts
authority to spread his sword style throughout the world.
school where he trained and was greatly influenced by the
Shorinji Kempo style of martial arts; Shorinji Kempo being Masayuki Shimabukuro was a child of the 1950’s and 60’s,
a martial art with much religious significance.
and what young person of that time wasn’t affected by television. Masayuki Shimabukuro was no exception. He fell in
Then, in 1965, his curiosity led him to training in the style
love with the dream of moving to the United States, testing
of Shito-ryu Karate with the great master, Teruo Hayashi,
his luck and sharing his passion for martial arts.
and in later years with the son of the founder of Shito-ryu
Karate, Soke Kenzo Mabuni. Masayuki Shimabukuro stud- So in 1976, he purchased a ticket to Los Angeles and without
ied Karate-do diligently and early on he showed great
speaking hardly a word of English, found himself in a new
promise and extraordinary talent as both a practitioner and country with little money and no place to call home. His
instructor.
first night in America was spent roaming around Los Angeles until he checked into a YMCA because he had no
But, don’t think for a moment that the martial arts was the other place to go.
only thing that he was interested in. He began the study of
Ikebana during these same years, eventually gaining a Shi- Having heard about the success of one of his karate friends
han or masters certificate in this particular style of flower
in San Diego, the very next day, he decided to take a
Continued on Page 4
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A Human Revolution: A Eulogy for Masayuki Hidenobu Shimabukuro Hanshi (Continued from previous page)
chance, travel there, and allow his enthusiasm to do all of
the work that was necessary. He described that time of his
life as, “Karate, work, Karate, work….. Karate.”

help start a human revolution. He believed that through
right thinking and right action, he could inspire others to
become better and more caring individuals. He believed
that all people had a glorious potential that most had not
tapped into, and that given the chance, and given the
knowledge of that power, they could change their world
for the better. For them, for his children, and for him.
So, he had a sense of mission. He had nurtured a wonderful
family. Had Friends that supported him in his endeavors
and a great talent and passion for martial arts. What more
could a man ask for?
For Masayuki Shimabukuro, it was to spread his message
of “living one’s highest life condition,” to anyone who he
thought could benefit. And, he had a tool to do it. He had
learned to work hard. He had a business and a family that
supported his efforts. And, he had a passion and a talent for
martial arts like few others.

So, he began to spread his martial arts and his message to
the world. In 1995, he published his first book on Japanese
swordsmanship, entitled, “Flashing Steel, Mastering Eishin
Ryu Swordsmanship.” This book, accompanied by a seven
volume video series on the same material, has become the
greatest selling publication in the English language on the
His smile and sense of humour always captured the hearts of subject. It is now in its second edition and has continued to
the men and women around him. It certainly captured one. sell more volumes every year than each previous year since
During the later part of the 1970’s he married and was
its initial introduction.
blessed with his son, Eric, and a lovely daughter, Aimee.
His popularity as a sword and karate teacher quickly exIn the early days, he worked as a landscape gardener and
panded throughout the world and he has since penned two
tried his hand at several other ventures before he eventumore books: ‘Katsu Jin Ken, Living Karate’ and ‘Samurai
ally took an interest in the dry cleaning business. He
Swordsmanship; the Batto, Kenjutsu and Tameshigiri of
opened his own store and built an outstanding reputation
Eishin Ryu.’ There are DVD’s and magazines featuring
based on his honesty and integrity. And, as a testament to
him in many languages now throughout the world. And, all
his character and hard, honest work, it exists today as
this was done while overcoming enormous obstacles. He
‘South Bay Cleaners’ where he has built it into a successful told me that we should look at these obstacles as mile
family business with his son, Eric.
markers and that the only people that encounter obstacles
are those who are moving forward.
During those same years, he began teaching several students karate near his home in Escondido. Later, after hav- In the early 1990’s, Shimabukuro Sensei was appointed as
ing taught in several other locations, he eventually moved
the Kokusai Bucho (International Chairman) of the Nippon
his school to Clairemont Mesa Blvd., in San Diego, where it Kobudo Jikishin-kai by his teacher, Takeyuki Miura, Hanshi,
is today.
20th Grandmaster of his lineage of Muso Jikiden Eishinryu, and then entrusted him with the dissemination of auIn 2003, he became a father for the third time. He and his thentic Eishin-ryu swordsmanship worldwide. Since that
wife, Kanako, became parents of a baby girl, Melissa. Anappointment, Shimabukuro Sensei has traveled throughout
other daughter and according to him, one of the most rethe world teaching Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iaido, Shindo
warding experiences of his life (in fact for a while he went
Muso-ryu Jojutsu and other traditional samurai arts.
on a crusade to try to get every one of us to have another
child for him to spoil. He eventually stopped bugging me
At the request of his teacher, he also formed the Jikishinabout it when I asked him how much it was going to cost
Kai International and under his leadership the organization
“him” for that many season tickets to the Padre’s games!)
has expanded to having members and dojo on all seven
continents of the world. Yes, even at the south pole of AntThe life of a father and businessman can pull you in many
arctica. He has spread his teachings and his message
directions but anyone who knew him, knew of his drive to
to thousands of students throughout the world. He was
excel and determination to win. He always spoke of creatawarded the highest honour anyone could possibly be being a better world for his children by encouraging others to stowed by his teacher in the year 2000, when in the presContinued on Page 5
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A Human Revolution: A Eulogy for Masayuki Hidenobu Shimabukuro Hanshi (Continued from previous page)
ence of many students and dignitaries, Takeyuki Miura
announced that he, Masayuki Shimabukuro, would be the
next successor in his line of swordsmanship upon his passing, making him the 21st designated inheritor of a tradition
that dates back 500 years in Japanese samurai tradition. In
2004, his teacher awarded him the title of Hanshi, the
highest title one can achieve, as a recognition of his skill,
depth of understanding, and commitment to propagate a
Japanese cultural treasure.
But this was not the only noteworthy accomplishment bestowed upon him by the martial arts world. In 2006, as a
tribute to his lifetime achievement and outstanding success, Shimabukuro Hanshi was inducted into the prestigious Black Belt magazine’s hall of fame as ‘Weapons Instructor of the Year’.

Japanese Sword arts throughout the world on their
behalf. Here are just a few his many accomplishments:

•
•
•
•
•

In 2007, the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai, the oldest overseeing
body for martial arts in Japan, recognized and awarded
him with the Hanshi title in Karate-do and the rank of 8th
dan in Shito-ryu.
In 2008, at the request of his teacher and the board of directors of the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai, Shimabukuro Hanshi established the Kokusai Nippon Budo Kai as a sovereign
martial arts association licensed and recognized by members of Japan’s oldest martial arts governing body. Later
that year, he was awarded the Hanshi title once again by
the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai for his Iaido skills and was appointed the DNBK International Division Iaido Kenshoin,
and charged with the dissemination and advancement of

•
•
•
•

Shito-ryu Karate-do, 8th-dan, Hanshi.
Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iaijutsu, 8th-dan, Hanshi.
Shindo Muso-ryu Jojutsu, 7th-dan.
International Chairman of the Nippon Kobudo Jikishin Kai.
Founder and Chairman of the Kokusai Nippon Budo
Kai.
Chairman of the Sekai Dento Budo Renmei.
Founding member of the Hokubei Karatedo Shihan
Kai.
Featured in untold numbers of International television, radio, and magazine articles.
Recognized and elevated by members of Japan’s Imperial Family for his achievements and service to the
Japanese martial arts traditions worldwide.

And even now, we have received notice this week, that in
Japan, Masayuki Shimabukuro, Hanshi, is being enshrined
in the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai Hall of Fame.
And yet, above and beyond all of these achievements, in
spite of great success and overwhelming accolades that
Continued on Page 6
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A Human Revolution: A Eulogy for Masayuki Hidenobu Shimabukuro Hanshi (Continued from previous page)
Tell him that today in England, there is a group of your
students performing a Wadaiko concert in your honour.
Tell him that in Gibraltar there is a Vatican Monsignor conducting a prayer service for your spirit and your family’s
comfort.
And tell him that in Argentina, Aruba, Belgium, France,
Spain, the United States, and every other country that
you have established a network of dojo, that groups of students are performing budo in your honour and the honour of
your teacher.
And Sensei, tell him that on Thursday night…. at a little
dojo in San Diego, California, a group of people laughed,
cried, held each other and showed each other compassion
and caring beyond anything that I’ve ever seen before.
most men only dream of, Masayuki Shimabukuro just
wanted to make people smile and enjoy life. That is what
made him feel accomplished.

It was all a human revolution of spirit caused by a man who
lived his highest life condition and made it a better world
for all of us.

He was a husband…a father…a friend.

Sensei…Tell him…'You’re loved.'”

He was your teacher…your counselor, the man you called
on when you could call on no other.
In his final days, I heard him express one of the few regrets
that I had ever heard him confess. He said, “Carl-san, I just
don’t know what I am going to say to Miura Sensei when I
finally see him again.”
All I can say is…
“Sensei, you’ve already said volumes with your life, your
love, your compassion and your devotion.
But if you need to Miura Sensei something, tell him this…
Tell Miura Sensei that all this past week, and especially
today, you have a loving family, students and friends, that
are celebrating your life throughout the world.
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Miura Takeyuki Hidefusa Hanshi: An Unforgettable Encounter by Erik Tracy, Renshi
There are very few people I can just read about that move
me. I can read about someone in a book and be impressed
or greatly respect for their accomplishments or contributions, but to be truly deeply moved is very rare, at least for
me. However, I was affected in a very profound way upon
my very first reading of Masayuki Shimabukuro Hanshi’s
book, “Flashing Steel: Mastering Eishin-ryu Swordsmanship”, when it first came out; those feelings remain with me
to this day.
I thought at first that Sensei’s book would be a treasure
trove of the inner most secrets of swordsmanship; that it
would reveal insights and explanations to technique that
would propel my study of Iai to a different level. Yet the
opening section of Sensei’s book was a tribute to his
teacher, Takeyuki Miura, Hanshi, and the treasure trove I
sought were pages beyond. How wrong I was.
Now, I had heard of Miura Sensei from Shimabukuro Sensei, and I knew the rudimentary background of Miura Sensei and some stories that Sensei would tell us, so I dutifully
started to read the Preface and Tribute to Miura Sensei
with the idea that there would be historical and biographical facts that I should retain and file away if I were to consider myself a serious student of Seito Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iai-Heiho.
The Preface did indeed have lots of information pertaining to Miura Sensei’s accomplishments and laid out his
own journey of martial arts, but what was most significant
was near the end of the section. That was where I was able
to get a small glimpse into his character and how he viewed
and approached his students. I read that no matter the
rank or standing of a student, Miura Sensei always bowed
first, regardless of whether students purposely tried to bow
ahead of him. For some reason, this struck a chord so deep
in me that I stopped and paused to consider this: that
someone of Miura Sensei’s accomplishments, status, and
position, would truly be compelled to always and consistently show his sincerity and respect to his students. Odd
as it may sound, I felt a deep connection, from me, through
Shimabukuro Sensei, to Miura Sensei; that there was a
thread from student to instructor; a connection form heart
to heart to heart.

It was some years later that we had the unique and special
privilege of having Miura Sensei come to the United States
for Shimabukuro Sensei’s Gasshuku in 2000. For me, this
was more than just an opportunity to train under Miura
Sensei’s guidance, it was an opportunity to be part of a
shared experience. One of my fondest memories of Miura
Sensei and Shimabukuro Sensei was to see them together
off to the side deep in discussion while the rest of us practiced waza. Miura Sensei was intently explaining something to Shimabukuro Sensei and I could see the relationship between instructor and student; one of deep mutual
respect. And whenever I recall that memory, it warms my
heart deeply and makes me smile.
Yet the most significant encounter with Miura Sensei that
will remain with me forever was at the banquet after
Gasshuku practice. Everyone was recollecting their experiences of the day, what they had learned, or just simply enjoying the experience of being part of this special event. I
had gotten up from my table and in the hallway, I saw Miura Sensei coming towards me. Just as I was about to bow
to him, almost as if he sensed that I was about to do so, he
bowed to me first as we passed! And again, I was deeply
moved by that same feeling I had when reading about him
and his sincerity; yet this was in an actual experience with
him in person; this was the reality of who he was. Miura
Sensei truly embodied sincerity.
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They Are All One: Memories of My Teacher by Erik Tracy, Renshi
already recognized by many people. Not long after that in
1995 his book, “Flashing Steel: mastering Eishin-ryu
Swordsmanship” came out, raising Sensei’s profile and
prestige greatly. Now, even more people across the nation
and around the world were coming to recognize the excellence and wisdom of Shimabukuro Sensei. One after another, people were being touched and moved by Sensei’s
writings and wisdom. And, I had the incredible fortune of
being able to study under his instruction every week with
him as my Sensei.
Shimabukuro Sensei had a vision and a deep sense of mission, and I greatly admired that about him. He strived
tirelessly to achieve and share that vision with others. It
truly is astounding to consider all of the opportunities he
afforded us; all one had to do was to choose to be on the
path he was creating and follow him. One experience that
literally filled me with awe was the trip some of us took
with Shimabukuro Sensei for our visit to Japan to be part of
the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai (DNBK) Third World Butoku
Sai event in 2008. Because of Sensei and his vision, I was
able to not just see the inside of the historic Butokuden; I
got to train and perform enbu on the same worn and polIt wasn’t until I was in my 30’s that, in 1993, I first met
ished floors that had been walked on by so many budo
Masayuki Shimabukuro Hanshi. I never really had more
grandmasters and legends who came before me. And I had
than a passing interest in martial arts in my youth. I wasn’t the opportunity to represent my Sensei and his teacher,
that much of a fan of martial arts movies or books either.
Takeyuki Miura, Hanshi, in front of the DNBK notables in
Yet there was a confluence of events that seemed to lead me attendance.
to a point in time which changed what path among the
many possibilities the next years of my life would take.
But aside from the opportunities for such global experiI had recently come into possession of a samurai sword that ences, being a student of Shimabukuro Sensei also meant
my uncle had kept locked up which he had obtained while
change and opportunities of growth from inside. Shimabuworking for the Foreign Service in Japan. When he passed kuro Sensei was not an instructor who coaxed, berated, or
away, no one expressed interest in the sword except for me, extracted martial arts skills or superficial conduct out of his
and so it was to me that it came. My wife was working at
students. He was not like other instructors I have seen who
UC San Diego at that time and had come home with a
are strict and demanding, as in the way of a drill sergeant.
course catalog of Recreation Classes offered there and
Some would say his instruction was soft, yet I would say
showed me a class called “iaido” that might interest me. I’ll that misses the mark. Rather, I would say that it was subtle;
admit that I hesitated; the class was on Saturday mornings and one has to understand that there are many meanings to
and I was possessive of my weekend time. Yet, I had a
subtle, including cleverness and shrewdness. By that I
samurai sword and the coincidence seemed striking, so I
mean that Shimabukuro Sensei’s instruction made you
decided to enroll in the class.
want to be better; to strive for excellence. But the choice
was completely up to you.
The first class was more of an orientation and demonstration by Shimabukuro Sensei than an actual training sesMany times during the countless practices at the dojo, Shision, but when saw him demonstrate iaido, I knew right
mabukuro Sensei would demonstrate waza; we would
then and there that this was something I wanted to do; that watch, then we would try to do it on our own. And there
I needed to do. I had never seen anything quite like it; Shi- were many times when Sensei would cock his head in puzmabukuro Sensei moved with ease and quickness, and his
zlement in his particular way and he would say, “huh?!!?”,
sword flowed and flashed; the combination of gracefulness as if he had just witnessed something totally alien. With
and focused intent was mesmerizing.
more repeated practice, we might get to see Sensei shift his
So I attended the iaido classes and simply thought that I
head to one side, and with a patient understanding smile he
had found an instructor who could teach me a martial art
would say, “something like that”, which meant we were imthat interested me and that I could come to class once a
proving, but had much more work ahead of us. Other times,
week, train for a couple of hours, and then go home. Little he would ask one of senior students to demonstrate waza in
did I know what the future would hold!
front of the rest of the class, after which he would give correction. But on unique occasions, Sensei would have his
I soon discovered that Shimabukuro Sensei had a series of arms crossed while intently watching, and afterwards simiaido videos that were very popular and that his name was ply nod once saying nothing. I like to think that this meant
Continued on Page 9
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They Are All One: Memories of My Teacher (Continued from previous page)
we were close enough
to the mark that it
passed his scrutiny,
yet I also know that it
would be incredibly
presumptuous to
think there was no
further need of improvement.
That was the way
Sensei taught; he did
not program martial
artists, he gave them
what they needed so
they could choose to
be better martial artists, and so very importantly, better people. I know few, if any, instructors who gave as much importance as Sensei did to the deeper aspects of studying a
martial art beyond just technique. Sensei gave much
thought to these deeper aspects. We have all read and appreciated the many articles in the Kagami and Hato newsletters on these; they nourish and inform the spirit as much
as the diligent practice of waza improves technique.
I have spent almost a third of my
life studying under Shimabukuro
Sensei and feel incredibly fortunate and enriched because of the
choice I made those many years
ago. I have many, many cherished memories of those years;
some make me laugh, others cry,
some are frustrating, and others
humbling. I miss his presence
and guidance immensely and I
think about him practically every
day. It is extremely difficult to try
to distill my feelings and experiences into something that can be
communicated in written or spoken form; there are just far too
many. And all are so very important; so significant with respect
to the profound influence that
Shimabukuro Sensei has had on
my life and how important his
budo is to me. When we recite
“dojo kun” at the end of class,
each precept is considered one
and none is more important than
the other. This is exactly how I
feel about all the memories I
have of my Sensei; they are all
“one”.

Page 9
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For the Benefit of all Beings by Erik A. Johnstone, Doushi
To say that Shimabukuro Masayuki Hidenobu, Hanshi,
21st Generation Soshihan of Seito Muso Jikiden Eishinryu Iai-Heiho, was a master budoka of eminent skill, talent, and deep understanding, would be an exceedingly
vast understatement. Many around the world have been
witness to his skill or have been grateful recipients of his
exacting instruction and profound insight. Moreover,
through his teachings and writings, he has indirectly
touched the lives of countless others, sowing the seeds of
a profoundly meaningful and revolutionary world-view, a
way of life rooted in deep compassion, illuminated wisdom and fierce determination to live a victorious life,
thereby affecting meaningful change in our immediate
environment and society at large, for the benefit of all.
Shimabukuro Hanshi’s first book, “Flashing Steel: Mastering Eishin-ryu Swordsmanship” has, as we all know,
become a profoundly influential work in the world of budo,
not only from the standpoint of a technical presentation of
Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu, but perhaps more significantly,
due to the clear presentation of a philosophy, of universal
truths, that have the potential to be profoundly lifechanging for those that truly embrace them. And as universal truths that point to our deepest potential, they are
therefore accessible not only through the practice of budo,
but are truly available to all. And it is there that the universal appeal of, “Flashing Steel”, of Shimabukuro Hanshi’s
teachings, is truly found, for this steel is the sword of wisdom; it is katsu jin ken, the sword that gives life. I am sure
we have all heard from those who do not even practice any
form of budo, let alone Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu, that they
found the teachings contained within the book to be relevant and applicable in their lives; inspiring them to engage
in the incorporation of those teachings in their lives, and
perhaps even to embark on the path that is Muso Jikiden
Eishin-ryu.

sary so that I might raise the life condition that I actualize,
better equipping me to meet those ideals in the future. That
awareness, that insight into the life conditions that reside
in our minds, is one of the great truths of Shimabukuro
Hanshi’s teachings. Through determined effort, we can
raise our life conditions, the ways that we perceive and relate to the world; enabling us to recognize and realize the
highest potential that exists as our deepest reality.

Shimabukuro Hanshi passed on the wisdom that we each
have the power to positively affect our environment, both
immediate and beyond; in fact, through compassionate
action, through heart to heart connection, we each have the
power to change the world. This is not a simply a philosophy of mere positive thinking. It is, in fact, a formula based
on deep truths through which we gain insight into our own
minds and hearts. Through the awareness of different levels of life conditions, of perspectives or ways of relating to
the world, one can observe one’s mind, alter or adjust one’s
conduct and the causes that one makes, thereby raising
one’s life condition. Through living a higher life-condition,
I was not a direct student of Shimabukuro Hanshi; as such
one can exert a positive influence on one’s immediate enviI may not have known him as well as others, nor had the
ronment, creating causes and circumstances that are conopportunity to receive his teachings on a weekly or monthly
ducive to realizing positive effects and benefits in one’s life,
basis. However, I had the great fortune to receive instrucand significantly, in the lives of others.
tion from him many times in many place over years. Moreover, I was presented with an incredible opportunity,
This is of vital importance; the benefit of living a higher life
through my role in the production of Kagami, to forge a
condition is not merely limited to oneself; in fact, the highunique relationship with him, enabling me to receive his
instruction and insight in an equally unique way. Through est ideal is to live at a higher life condition in order to exert
positive influences that lead others, ALL others, to
the development of this relationship, I was afforded the
live at the highest life condition as well. This is the mechagreat benefit of being the grateful recipient of a small part
nism by which we, as budoka, can have a profound inof Shimabukuro Hanshi’s teachings, perhaps some small
fluence on our communities, the larger society in which we
insight into his heart, and certainly, his compassion.
live, and exponentially, the entire world. I believe deeply
that this was a significant element in Shimabukuro HanShimabukuro Hanshi’s teachings have certainly resonated
shi’s, heart, vision, and the mission that arose from the
deeply in my life. And although I do not always live up to
depth of his being.
the highest ideals contained therein, the wisdom of those
teachings manifests as the light of awareness that clearly
illuminates those shortcomings, allowing me to clearly see Shimabukuro Hanshi recognized and taught that we all
possess the potential to touch and ultimately realize our
myself as the “foolish being” that I can be. The insight afforded by that illumination points to the work that is neces- highest life condition; that it already exists within the
Continued on Page 13
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A Book That Changes Lives by Jerome Wellbrock
join the JKI and sent it off to Shimabukuro Sensei at the
JKI Hombu Dojo, San Diego. It was only a few days later
that I received a phone call from “a certain” Carl Long of
Kingston, Pennsylvania. I do not remember the exact conversation but it went basically along the lines of, “who are
you and what do you want?” At the time, I did not know that
Shimabukuro Sensei had contacted Long Sensei to check
me out. I introduced myself and explained I was interested
in Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iaijutsu and what my previous
training had been. It was when I mentioned I had been a
student of Dometrich Sensei for many years that I must
have passed inspection. I had joined the JKI but continued
to train in Kendo and the Iaido practiced at the Northern
Kentucky Kendo Club with Hanaki Sensei.
Although, now a member of the JKI, Chito-ryu Karate-do
was still my primary discipline and I soon found myself
headed to the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai (DNBK) First World
Butoku Sai in Norfolk, Virginia, as part of a small delegation
from the newly formed Midwest Division of the International Division of the DNBK. I was there thanks to
Dometrich Sensei, my Chito-ryu Karate-do teacher. There
were several instructors from the DNBK Hombu based in
Kyoto, Japan, and we had the opportunity to train in Iaido,
Kendo, Naginata, Jujutsu, Jodo, and Sojutsu. There were
This writing was inspired by Carl Long, Kyoshi, who, on Shi- several demonstrations from both the visiting Hombu inmabukuro Hanshi’s passing, said to me, “I hope he knew
structors and from the participating delegations.
how many lives he touched, even if just through, ‘Flashing
Steel.’”
It was at dinner that by random table assignment (or was
it?) that I was seated with the featured Iaido instructor at
If the question, “could a book change one’s life?” is posed,
that event, Takeyuki Miura, Hanshi. Miura Sensei showed a
then we would need to know the what that question really
genuine interest in everyone at the table and wanted to
meant before we find the answer in the end.
know how everyone enjoyed the weekend’s training and
events. I will always remember him asking me about a
I started martial arts training in Chito-ryu Karate-do in the match between a male Kendo player and a female Naginata
early seventies. I would spend much of the next 37 years
practitioner. I would have the opportunity one more time
training with William J. Dometrich, Hanshi, who would
to train and talk with Miura Sensei in Japan at the Second
introduce me to many other arts and instructors from
World Butoku Sai at the Butokuden in Kyoto.
around the world. I studied Ryukyu Kobudo with
his daughter Devorah Herbst Dometrich for twelve years
The one thing that struck me as odd at that event in Norand it was Herbst Sensei who first introduced me to Muso folk was two men walking around in street clothes and
Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iaido. I began the study of Kendo in the greeting many of the instructors there, especially Miura
nineties and began training in Zen Nippon Kendo Renmei Sensei. I did not know them but sometime later found out
Seitei Iai with Hanaki Sensei, who was in Kentucky for a
that those men were Shimabukuro Sensei and Long Sensei,
few years because of his work. Hanaki Sensei was a very
who up to that point I only knew by telephone. As Miura
proficient Iaido-ka, but he was always trying to get the EiSensei’s senior student, Shimabukuro Sensei, along with
shin-ryu out of me. I was slowly beginning to look more like Long Sensei, had made the trip to Norfolk in order to pay
a practitioner of Muso Shinden-ryu and was becoming
respects to Miura Sensei!
more adept in the Seitei Waza. It was while training with
Hanaki Sensei that I came across a copy of Masayuki ShiI was back on the road again and was headed to New Ormabukuro Hanshi’s first book, “Flashing Steel: Mastering
leans for the National AAU Karate Tournament. Long SenEishin-ryu Swordsmanship.”
sei had contacted me and asked if I was going to New Orleans. He told me that Iaido was going to be performed as a
Upon my first reading of, “Flashing Steel”, I realized that I demonstration event and he wanted me to help with the
had stumbled upon something special and knew I needed
judging. It was actually the first time I met Shimabukuro
to contact Shimabukuro Sensei to pursue the possibility of Sensei and Long Sensei. Shimabukuro Sensei asked if I was
study within his organization. In the back pages, I found
familiar with the Seitei Waza and then told me since most
contact information for Shimbukuro Sensei and the Jikiof the competitors were his students, he did not want to be
shin-Kai International (JKI). I filled out an application to
a judge. So I was put in the hot seat as Chief Judge for the
Continued on Page 12
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A Book That Changes Lives (Continued from previous page)
Iaido competition!
Upon my return home from that event in New Orleans, I
knew that I had found my Iai teachers. Hanaki Sensei was
headed back to Japan and I was headed for the first of several trips to The Big Green Drum Dojo in Pensacola, Florida, to train in seminars taught there by Long Sensei.
There would be many subsequent trips to Sakura Budokan
to train with Long Sensei; trips to train with Shimabukuro
Sensei at seminars in Orlando; and training with Shimabukuro Sensei at another DNBK event, this time in Toronto,
Ontario. Dometrich Sensei was also at the DNBK event in
Toronto, which was rather difficult. Try telling your Karate
instructor of 30 plus years you would rather train in Iaijutsu at that event since your Iai teachers will be there!
Following the DNBK event in Toronto, I was able to travel
to Pensacola for a weekend of training with Long Sensei. It
was to Long Sensei’s surprise that I had been asked (I prefer to think of it as having been given the privilege) to present him with his rank and title certificates with his membership in the DNBK. Shimabukuro Sensei had thought it
would be a good thing for Long Sensei and other members
of the JKI to join the DNBK.

Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iaijutsu. When I told them that I
had been asked to start a study group in Louisville, I was
told go for it. When I was asked to teach a class at Aikido of
Cincinnati, again I was told to go for it. When one of my
best friends needed help establishing an Iaijutsu study
group in Charlottesville, Virginia, I was encouraged to go
there to help, although circumstances had prevented me
from training very much at that time.
As I write this, it is September 12,
2012, five days after Masayuki
Shimabukuro, Hanshi’s passing on
September 7, 2012, and one day
after the 11th anniversary of the
event of September 11, 2001.
Nine-Eleven, as it is now referred
to, is a day of remembrance; a day
for many to mourn the memories
of those lost on that terrible day.
Today, however; I choose not to
mourn but to remember Shimabukuro Hanshi and a life so very
well-lived. Due to life circumstances, I have been away from
Iaijutsu for some time, but tonight
I will go to the dojo, put on my hakama, pick up my sword
and practice the waza of Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu, the art
that Shimabukuro Hanshi so willingly shared with us all. I
will train hard and make sure I sweat a sweat that will hide
any tears as I remember his life.
If asked if I think that a book could change one’s life, I
would ask in return if a book is more than paper and ink; is
it more than the ideas and ideals contained within its
pages? I would say in this case it is not so much the book
itself, but the author of the book who, through his teachings
and wisdom that the book serves to introduce, has touched
and changed so many lives. This is precisely what Masayuki
Shimabukuro, Hanshi, has done.
Karate-do is my root, Kobudo and Kendo my branches, but
Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iaijutsu is my flower, the blossoming of my life through Budo. Thank you, Shimabukuro
Sensei.

Shimabukuro Sensei was always encouraging and without
his support and the guidance of Long Sensei, I would have
never had many of the great experiences and many great
opportunities to grow as a person through the study of
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Far-Reaching Influences by Charles Ilgenfritz
Over the past few months, I, as I am sure is true for many
others, have spent time reflecting on Masayuki Shimabukuro, Hanshi’s teachings, and the far-reaching influence
and impact that he has had on so many lives; those of his
students and beyond. For some, that influence was that of a
direct teacher; for others, such as myself who were not his
direct students, that influence was much more indirect, but
has manifested in my life nonetheless; albeit in perhaps not
so obvious ways.

these updates, making sure that I am continually “cleaning
out my closet,” will relieve my family of great administrative
burdens, and more importantly, potential emotional burdens, in the event of my passing. And while I do this for my
family’s economic security and emotional well-being, I
don’t share the feelings that arise in my consciousness with
them; ignorance is bliss, but only for the ignorant!

Along with creating and maintaining my will and various
financial files, I have taken Shimabukuro Hanshi’s, “closet
And so it is that I would like to share a small example of
cleaning,” literally and spent time in my actual closets, baseHanshi’s impact in my life; one that may seem quite mun- ment workshop, garage, and all the other places we like to
dane, but one that extend to the very well-being of my fam- hide our “stuff.” Before Hanshi’s passing, I wrote him a letily. Be forewarned: I don’t do a lot of writing. Perhaps this ter thanking him for this. I shared with him exactly what I
may be due bit of dyslexia and the inability to spell. The
had removed from my closet and why. I won’t share with
second and underlying truth is, probably, that I like to keep you the details; instead I’ll leave that to your imagination!
my ability to backpedal and change my mind. I feel that if I This leads to another one of Shimabukuro Hanshi’s teachcommit it to paper, I’m kind of stuck with it. Moreover, in
ings, compassion and the ability to see things through anmy mind, my trying to write about anything that Shimabu- other’s eyes; seeing things through my wife’s eyes; my chilkuro Hanshi might have done for me seems too much
dren’s eyes. I used to think that what everyone else thought
like bragging about myself and any small connection that I of me was unimportant, and that what I thought of myself
may have had with Hanshi, and not enough about him. So, was the truth. Now I realize that when I die, that so-called
I’d like to focus on what he has done for people he didn’t
truth will die with me and the only thing that will remain is
even know: my family and friends.
what others thought of me. Far more important than that is
how others, especially my wife and children, will perceive
I sat down this morning to update a spreadsheet that I keep themselves and how I might have influenced those percepwith all my important financial information. It contains all tions. Things in my closet that seemed insignificant took on
the typical things one might expect: the location of my not a whole new reality. Things that could potentially cause my
daughters think less of themselves; other things that could
so vast wealth, account numbers and passwords. As I
worked on the updates, I was struck by the realization that potentially lead my son to believe to be acceptable, when I
I might not be doing this task at all had it not been for Shi- do not wish him to hold such views.
mabukuro Hanshi’s teachings about, “cleaning out your
closet.” Anyway, this spread sheet that I try to keep updated Each year I take another look; each year I find something
goes with several other files on a thumb drive in a directory else I that need to remove or add to my death files. And
called, “When Chuck’s Dead.” Given the nature of this busi- each year the pain that arises during this process does so
ness, the first time I sat down to work on it was extremely
without diminishing. This leads me to realize that the
difficult for me. As time has passed, I have performed this
teachings that Shimabukuro Hanshi has passed down to us
update a few times now, but I can honestly say that it has
were not meant simply just for us, but for countless people
not gotten any easer. Going back to my previous statement that he never even met. His influence is truly exponential in
about liking the ability to backpedal, much like Pandora’s
its reach. And we of the KNBK, all of his students, direct or
Box, once I cracked this particular box open there was no
indirect, are the “field” in which he sowed the seeds of virgoing back. These regular updates seem to be an exercise of tue; seeds that will bear fruit generations away to come. For
facing the reality of my own mortality, and more signifithis alone we must all hold Shimabukuro Hanshi’s memory
cantly, the affect that my passing might have on the psywith deep gratitude in our hearts.
ches of those that mean the most to me. And so, while it
may be somewhat of a mental burden for me, taking care of
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depths of our lives. It is our inherent and immanent birthall beings. This wisdom, and the vehicle with which to acright. Moreover, he taught that through determined practualize it, was, I believe, Shimabukuro Hanshi’s greatest
tice, especially the study of budo, we can all begin to actual- gift to us all.
ize this potential in this very life. Armed with this insight,
we can each wield the sword of wisdom; our actions become
driven by compassion, by the recognition of the inherent
dignity of all life. Through our practice, through great determination, we strive to live a victorious life, for the benefit of
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A Pictorial Retrospective
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Announcements, News, and Upcoming Events
Upcoming Seminars with Carl E. Long Kyoshi
Seminars with Long
Kyoshi are incredible
opportunities to study
authentic koryu! An
exemplary teacher of
authentic Japanese
and Okinawan martial
Arts, Long Kyoshi is
the Chairman of the
Kokusai Nippon Budo
Kai. Long Kyoshi is the designated successor of Masayuki
Shimabukuro Hanshi and 22nd Generation Soshihan of
Seito Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iai-Heiho. Long Kyoshi is
also Hombu-cho of the KNBK Intl. Hombu Dojo and is also
the Kenshoin (Inspector/Advisor) of Iaido and Batto-do for
the International Division of the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai,
the oldest martial arts governing organization in Japan. He
holds the grades of 8th Dan, Shorin-ryu Karate-do; 7th
Dan, Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iaijutsu; 6th Dan, Shito-ryu
Karate-do; 5th Dan, Shindo Muso-ryu Jojutsu; and dan
grades in Aikido and Kobudo.
In these seminars, Sensei will provide instruction in the
koryu traditions of Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iaijutsu, Onoha Itto-ryu Kenjutsu and Shindo Muso-ryu Jojutsu. While
access to instruction in the koryu sword and weapon arts is
slowly becoming more widely available, instruction at the
level that will be experienced during these seminars remains quite rare indeed. It is important to note that Onoha Itto-ryu, an art that has directly influenced the more
modern arts of Kendo, Aikijujutsu and Aikido, remains
almost completely inaccessible outside of Japan. The
KNBK is the only source of instruction in the mainline of
Ono-ha Itto-ryu in North America!

Host: Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iaijutsu of Aruba
Contact: Frank Navarette
Phone: (297) 568-2327
E-mail: iaijutsuaruba@gmail.com

•

KNBK New England Regional Winter Seminar:
Long Kyoshi at Shindokan Dojo

Shindokan Dojo is once again proud to welcome Carl Long,
Kyoshi, Chairman/Soshihan of
the KNBK, for his
return for to the
Mystic and Stonington area for a
weekend seminar
on authentic
classical Japanese sword arts,
including Muso
Jikiden Eishinryu Iaijutsu and Ono-ha Itto-ryu Kenjutsu. As ever, Sensei’s exacting and detailed instruction will provide you with
deep insights into these koryu treasures!
Dates: February 23rd - 24th, 2013
Instructor: Carl Long, Kyoshi
Host: Shindokan Dojo
Contact: Erik Johnstone, Doushi
Phone: (401) 474-2568 OR (401)474-2870
E-mail: shindokan1@gmail.com

•

Long Kyoshi in Pensacola, FL

Join us for a weekend with Long Sensei on Florida’s sunny
Emerald Coast for a 2-day seminar hosted by Big Green
Drums Japanese Martial Arts in Pensacola. Instruction will
include MJER Iaijutsu, and Ono Ha Itto-ryu Kenjutsu. In
Please come join us in beauti- addition to receiving instruction in koryu sword arts at the
ful, sunny and warm Aruba for highest level, you can enjoy the famous pure white sand
a 3 day training vacation in the beaches and emerald and turquoise waters that this region
Caribbean! Get away in Febru- of Florida is known for!
ary and treat the family to a
weekend in the tropics while
you train with your friends and
soak in the island sunshine.
Muso Jikiden Eishin Ryu Iaijutsu of Aruba is once again
proud to welcome Carl Long, Kyoshi, for his return for a
weekend seminar on authentic classical Japanese sword
arts. Sensei will provide instruction in the koryu traditions
of Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iaijutsu and Ono-ha Itto-ryu
Kenjutsu.

•

KNBK “Swords in the Sun Seminar”:
Long Kyoshi in Aruba!

Dates: February 8th - 10th, 2013
Instructor: Carl Long, Kyoshi

Dates: March 8th - 10th, 2013
Instructor: Carl Long, Kyoshi
Continued on Page 19
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Announcements, News, and Upcoming Events (Continued from previous page)
Host: Big Green Drums Japanese Martial Arts
Contact: Patty Heath
Phone: (850) 479-1907
E-mail: patty@aikidowestflorida.com

•

KNBK Koryu Budo at Suzaku Dojo

Suzaku Dojo is proud to welcome Carl Long, Kyoshi, Chairman/Soshihan of the KNBK, for his long-awaited return to
New York’s Capital Region for a weekend seminar on authentic classical Japanese sword arts. Instruction will be
provided in Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iaijutsu, Ono-ha Ittoryu Kenjutsu and Shindo Muso-ryu Jojutsu.
Dates: April 237th - 28th, 2013
Instructor: Carl Long, Kyoshi
Host: Suzaku Dojo
Contact: Tsuyoshi Tanaka, Doushi
Phone: (518) 221-1140
E-mail: tedtanaka@hotmail.com

KNBK Hombu EMail Contact Information
Please send all formal
or administrative email correspondence
for the Kokusai Nippon Budo Kai Hombu
Dojo to
hombu@knbk.og .
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About the Kokusai Nippon Budo Kai
The Kokusai Nippon Budo Kai is an international
organization that was founded for the purpose of
protecting and disseminating the traditional Japanese martial arts and is committed to the advancement and research of both Japanese Koryu and Gendai martial traditions.
Our focus is the preservation of the Masaoka-Ha
tradition of Seito Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iai Heiho
through it's direct transmission over 21 generations.
The KNBK also preserves the teachings of Shindo
Muso-ryu Jojutsu and the associated sogo bujutsu,
Ono-ha Itto-ryu Kenjutsu and other modern forms
of Japanese and Okinawan martial arts.
The organization was established in 2007 by Masayuki Shimabukuro Hanshi at the request of the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai and Miura Takeyuki Hidefusa Hanshi.
Founding Chairman Emeritus & Soshihan - Miura Takeyuki Hidefusa, Hanshi.
First Chairman & Soshihan - Shimabukuro Masayuki Hidenobu, Hanshi.
Current Chairman & Soshihan - Carl E. Long, Kyoshi.

Contact Information:
Carl E. Long Kyoshi, Chairman/Soshihan
Phone
Email
Website
Address:

(570) 288-7865
hombu@knbk.org
knbk.org
sakurabudokan.com
KNBK Hombu Dojo / Sakura Budokan
390 Tioga Ave.
Kingston, PA 18704 USA

Kagami Contact Information
Contact Information:
Erik A. Johnstone, Doushi, Chief Editor.
Phone
Email
Website
Address:

(401) 474-2568
shindokan1@gmail.com
knbk.org
Shindokan Dojo
829 Stonington Rd.
Stonington, CT 06378 USA
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